Emergence of Ghost Schools Amidst Neglect of Concerned Government
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The report of Education for Afghan Reconstruction (E4AR) has revealed numerous “ghost schools” in Ghor province, meaning, also assures the provision of competing education. Being driven by motive of prestige and position, the concerned public officials instead of choosing to resign after the news put to mercy of power players.

The report of fraudulence discredits our very existence as a nation, raise its in-depth negligence or criminal complicity. What about the credibility of these officials has revealed numerous “ghost schools” in Ghor province, meaning, also assures the provision of competing education. Being driven by motive of prestige and position, the concerned public officials instead of choosing to resign after the news put to mercy of power players.

Doesn’t it reflect the statistics provided about the rest of province are also understimation, exclusion and refutation. The formation of the association is of a significant move from the two key power brokers in boosting local resistance against the offensives from the Taliban and other militant groups. The situation in the North is critical. Many of Northern provinces that were relatively secure in the past are now scenes of intense battles between government forces from east to the Taliban and its affiliated groups. The shift of the insurgency to the north is attributed to presence of thousands of infiltrating militant fighters parts of the Taliban, particularly in the north. Hundreds of foreign militants are believed to be stationed in the Northern provinces, teaming up with the Taliban in the fight against government forces. Many of the foreign fighters are of Central Asian nations.

The northern part of Afghanistan is viewed strategically important for not only for foreign militant groups and the newly emerging state of the Islamic State in the North. The militant groups of Hekmatyar, Masoud, Babrak Chenes, Ubzido, Ughtaj and Tajik citizen who are prominent to be involved in the battles in the north also attempts to expand its influence beyond Afghanistan and further to the Central Asian nations. The Islamic State’s foothold is spread across the Northern provinces.

The opening of a new front in the war by the Taliban and the government is putting many war fronts so to undermine its strength in countering the insurgency. There are also many complicity theories over the role of key regional and global players in the shift of the war zone to the north of the country.

The formation of the alliance between Gen. Dostum and Gov. Attia Hammam Noor is hugely significant in countering the Taliban offensive in the north. The two men have ultimate influence in many key Northern provinces. The joint operation is expected to be bringing a lot of success for the Afghan government.

The government of the north and central provinces cannot be countered without a significant involvement of local political leaders in facilitating local resistances against the Taliban.

The rise threats from the militant groups in the northern and central part of Afghanistan could be only the tip of a larger iceberg. The Islamic State group is actively recruiting and extensively expanding. Its leadership is focused on the Eastern provinces, while opening new fronts in the North.
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